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You cannot be “smart” … if you are not “aware”
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Being “Smart” requires first being “Aware”

 Smart City Application requires gathering and managing context
information, referring to values of attributes characterizing entities
relevant to the application

 NGSI brings a simple yet powerful API enabling access to context
information
Application

NGSI standard API

Context Information
Citizen
• Name-Surname
• Birthday
• Preferences
• Location
• ToDo list

Bus
• Location
• No. passengers
• Driver
• Licence plate
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Shop
• Location
• Business name
• Franchise
• offerings

Different sources of context need to be handled

 Context info may come from many sources which may vary over time:
•
•
•



Existing systems dealing with management of municipal services
Sensor networks (Internet of Things)
Third-party smart city apps

Source of info will be transparent to applications accessing context info

What’s the current traffic in
street “X”?

Standard API

Notify me the changes of
traffic in street “X”

Street = “X”, traffic = high

The Public Bus Transport
Management system

A sensor in a pedestrian street
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Citizen’s car app or
smartphone

Different sources of context need to be handled

 Context info may come from many sources which may vary over time:
•
•
•



Existing systems dealing with management of municipal services
Sensor networks (Internet of Things)
Third-party smart city apps

Source of info will be transparent to applications accessing context info

What’s the current
temperature in place “X”?

Standard API

Notify me the changes of
temperature in place “X”

Place = “X”, temperature = 30º
It’s too hot!

The Public Bus Transport
Management system

A sensor in a pedestrian street
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Citizen’s
smartphone

Multiple system/apps can exploit context info

 Systems dealing with management of city services or third-party apps
can both consume and submit context information

 The overall city governance system can rely on context information
available (real-time and historic) to monitor and manage KPIs
City Services
City Services
City Services

City Governance System
Third-party Apps

Context Information
Citizen
• Name-Surname
• Birthday
• Preferences
• Location
• To-Do list

Bus
• Location
• No. passengers
• Driver
• Licence plate
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Shop
• Location
• Business name
• Franchise
• offerings

A non-intrusive approach is required

 Capable to integrate with existing or future systems dealing with
management of municipal services without impact in their architectures

 Info about attributes of one entity may come from different systems,
which work either as Context Producers or Context Providers

 Applications rely on a single model adapting to systems of each city
Application/Service

Standard API

attribute “location”

attribute “driver”

System A

System B

Context Producer

Context Provider
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Connecting to the Internet of Things

 Capturing data from, or Acting upon, IoT devices should be as easy
as to read/change the value of attributes linked to context entities
GET <Oauth token>
/V2/entities/lamp1/attrs/presenceSensor

PUT <Oauth token>
/V2/entities/lamp1/attrs/status “light on”

NGSI API

NGSI API
Context Broker

Issuing a get operation on the
“presenceSensor” attribute
enables the application to get
info about presence of people
near the lamp

Setting up the value of attribute
“status” to “light on” triggers
execution of a function in the IoT
device that switches the lamp on
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Integration with sensor networks



FIWARE NGSI is capable to deal with the wide variety of IoT protocols today
Rather than trying to solve the battle of standards at IoT level, it brings a
standard where no standard exists today: context information management
OMA NGSI API (northbound interface)

FIWARE Context Broker

create/monitor

IoT
Agent-1

IoT
Agent-2

IoT
Agent-n

IoT Agent
Manager

FIWARE Backend IoT
Device Management
(southbound interfaces)

ETSI M2M

MQTT

IETF CoAP
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How can standard Smart City data models easing
common solutions be defined? The problem







Existence of a single API (FIWARE NGSI) reduces costs
when porting Smart City apps from one city to another
Without standard data models, Smart City apps would
need to come with adapters that transform data made
available by the city so that it complies with the data
model handled by the app but that has proven to be easy
with FIWARE NGSI (overall if NGSI is at both ends)
Creation of standard Smart City data models would allow
to avoid performing this kind of adaptation and make
portability of Smart City apps across Smart City
platforms a pretty straightforward task
How creation of these standard Smart City data
models can be fostered?
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How can standard Smart City data models easing
common solutions be defined? The solution


A “design by committee” approach would not be
the best approach:

• Such kind of approach has proven to be wrong in many
other standardization efforts in the past

• Who grants that the defined model is suitable for what apps
need and developers want to have?



We need a “driven by implementation” approach:

• Identify real applications that solve a real problem and cities
would like to see running in their cities

• Check what data models they have been designed to work
with and take them as input

• Carry out a “data curation” process where input data models
converge into a single common model



You will end with a set of standard data models and
soon a portfolio of killer Smart City apps working!
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How are standard Smart City data models going
to be defined within the OASC initiative?



Leverage on existing work: CitySDK
Leverage on initiatives like the FIWARE Accelerator
programme to identify killer Smart City apps

• These applications can serve as basis for definition of new
Smart City data models

• Involvement in this process becomes also an incentive for

the entrepreneurs to join identified initiatives (“I want to
influence the standard so that my app can easily align with
it”, “I want to provide one of the first example applications”)

• There are 80 M€ for entrepreneurs in the FIWARE
Accelerator programme that can be put at work!



Cities would play a key role:

• Their data models will be contrasted/analyzed against those
coming from the apps and other cities

• They would get involved in the data curation process
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It’s time to execute!
FIWARE Accelerator
Programme
Other Prototypes or
ServiceReady solutions

OASC cities
City 1

City k

City 2
City 3

App 1

City 1

App 3

City k

App i

City 2

Transference to Market
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City 3

City n

Showcase 1
Showcase 1

City n

Showcase m
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Open Data publication

NGSI standard
adapter

NGSI

Context
Broker

Context
Source
s
Traditional “static”
historic data
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NGSI resources in CKAN
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OASC and FIWARE
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FIWARE Mission
tourism





Goal: capture opportunities derived from the new wave
of digitalization of life and businesses that is coming
Strategy: Build a sustainable innovation ecosystem
around open standards supporting development of
smart applications in multiple sectors

Transport,
Mobility
and
Logistics

e-government

Smart
Energy
Grid

…

eHealth

Pillars:

• FI-WARE

: a generic, open standard platform which
serve the needs of developers in multiple domains

• FIWARE Lab

: a meeting point where innovation happens
and data providers plus entrepreneurs can be engaged

•

: a program that funds developers and
entrepreneurs, and ignites roll-out of the ecosystem

• FIWARE mundus

: reach a global footprint, opening to
regions that share the same vision and ambition

• iHubs

: provide local support to the community
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Driven by
implementation

Sustainable

Once context information is gathered, a lot of useful
complementary FIWARE enablers can be used
Advanced Web-based UI
(AR, 3D)

Open data publication

Data/Apps visualization

IoT-enabled
Context Information
Management

Complex Event
Processing

Multimedia processing
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Big Data Analysis

The FIWARE Accelerator Program
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Ecosystem and platform: two tied concepts

Standard Platform
(APIs, data models)

Sustainable
ecosystem

Do we want it open?
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Thanks!
http://fiware.org
http://connectedsmartcities.eu/open-and-agile-smart-cities/

Follow @Fiware on Twitter !
Check latest videos at www.youtube.com/user/FIWARE
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